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FOREWORD
This report was prepared by Rocketdyne, a Division
of North American Rockwell, Inc. under National
Aeronautics and Space Administration Contract
NAS 3-7989.
ABSTRACT
A breadboard Model was constructed of an All-
Pneumatic Neutron Flux Detector. Subassemblies
of the detector consisted of a sensing element
which was electrically heated to simulate neutron
heating effects, a precooler, a temperature equalizer,
and a fluid interaction logarithmic function gen-
erator. The detector was designed to produce a
pneumatic output signal proportional to the logarithm
of incident neutron flux. Performance tests were
made on all system subassemblies except the sensing
element. Sensing element heater development tests
were completed.
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
This report describes the work performed by Rocketdyne under NASA-Lewis
contract NAS 3-7989, "Development of a Breadboard Model of an All-
Pneumatic Neutron Flux Detector". It was a follow-on effort to "Feasi-
bility Study of All-Pneumatic Neutron Flux Density Heasurement Device,"
NASA CR 54736 (Ref. I). As such, its intent was to demonstrate hardware
feasibility of the all-pneumatic neutron flux measurement method recom-
mended in the initial study effort.
A conceptual schematic of the flux detector system is shown in Fig. 1.
It consists of a regulated gas supply, a precooler, an active leg con-
nected in parallel with a compensating leg, a temperature equalizer, and
a fluid interaction log function generator. The active and compensating
legs are each comprised of an inlet sonic orifice, a sensing element and
an outlet sonic orifice connected in series. In operation, the pressure
regulator and precooler maintain the sensor inlet gas pressure and tem-
perature constant. The mass flowrate through the inlet orifice of the
active element is constant since the orifice is choked and the inlet
pressure temperature are constant. Heat, qa proportional to the incident
neutron and gamma flux is generated by the fuel loaded sensing element
in the active leg. It is transferred to the fluid flowing over the heated
element, causing the pressure between the two sonic orifices to increase.
Thus the active element pressure, Pa' is functionally related to the
neutron and gamma flux at the sensor. The compensating leg of the detector
provides a similar relationship for the incident gamma flux heating effect.
The fluid interaction log function generator converts the differential
pressure developed between the active and compensating elements to a
differential pressure proportional to the logarithm of the incident neutron
flux level. The temperature equalizer heats up the log function generator
control gas to the same temperature as the supply gas.
The scope of this effort was to conduct an experimental program to aero-
thermodynamically evaluate a breadboard mode] of this flux detector system
using electrical heating elements in place of the thermally sensitive
fission activated sensing elements.
A Log Function Generator was fabricated and statically evaluated for an
input range of nearly two and a half decades. The flux detector system
was not fully evaluated because the electrical heaters selected failed
to perform. An alternate heater configuration was fabricated and suc-
cessfully tested at the design environmental conditions. It is believed
the problems which prevented completion of the planned effort have now
been solved and continuation of the original program to completion is
feasible and desirable.
SYSTEMSPECIFICATIONSANDREQUIREMENTS
The breadboard model pneumatic neutron flux detector system was designed
to be compatible with the following specifications.
1. The thermally sensitive fission activated elements described in
the preceding section shall be replaced by electrical heating
elements which shall yield heat generation rates comparable to
those determined in Ref. 1.
2. The response time of the system shall be less than 0.02 seconds
for the designed operating range. The response time is defined
as the time required for the system output to reach 63 percent
of its final steady-state value following a step change on the
input.
5. The system shall be capable of measuring a minimum of three
decades of neutron flux. The neutron flux spectrum and range
is to be that defined by Ref. 1.
4. The overall accuracy of the system shall be ±10 percent of the
indicated flux while operating under the environmental conditions
stated below. This shall include the inaccuracy caused by in-
complete gamma discrimination.
5. The system shall be compensated for gamma radiation.
6. The system output shall be an analog pneumatic signal proportional
to the logarithm of the neutron flux.
7. The system shall be capable of continuous operation for 40 minutes
and capable of at least four shutdo_rn and restart operations.
The total time of operation of full power shall be at least
1-1/2 hours.
8. The working fluid shall be helium with an ultimate goal of a
capability of using hydrogen.
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t_VIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
1. Temperature where the detector will be located with be from 200
to 800 R.
2. Gamma flux up to 5 x 109 ergs/gin(c) hr.
It was found necessary, due to trade-off considerations between resolution
and speed of response, to deviate from the 0.02 seconds speed of response
specification. The reasons for this are discussed more fully in the next
section. The resultant calculated speed of response, after designing for
good resolution, was about 0.10 seconds.
SENSORSPECIFICATIONS
At a meeting between NASA-Lewis and Rocketdyne representatives, the design
philosophy for the breadboard model all-pneumatic flux detector was es-
tablished. It was agreed that the working gas supply pressure would be
maintained at 250 psia with the signal pressure, Pa' at the 100 percent
power level restricted to a maximum value of 125 psia (Fig. 1). This
reduction of the operating pressure levels reduces the severity of the
problems involved in the differential amplifier of the Log Function
Generator (i.e., detection os small differential pressure at a very high
absolute pressure). Reduction of pressure level also decreases the op-
erating range of pressures, unless the corresponding temperature range
over which the flux detector is operated is increased.
Pa(max)- Pa(min)= Pa(max)[I _/_)
- V (1)
Therefore, it was agreed to increase the temperature, at 100 percent power
level, to near room temperature. For the design heating rate, it may be
seen that the flow is reduced for increased temperature range from the
equation of heat balance:
qa = ma Cpa (Ta - Tr) (2)
Although the speed of response is slower at higher temperatures, it was
reasoned that calculated analytical values may be correlated with test
results such that predictions may be extrapolated with good accuracy for
flight type hardware. In the analytical feasibility study, it was shown
that range, pressure levels, and speed of response of this device are con-
siderably improved at low operating temperatures.
I% was also agreed that the inlet and exit areas would be designed as
sharp edged orifices rather than venturi nozzles, which had been discussed
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previously as a means of reducing the required supply gas pressure.
This also eliminated the long diffuser section required to attain high
pressure recovery. It should be noted that with plain orifices at the
100 percent power level, i.e., 125 psia, the inlet orifice flow is not
choked since the critical pressure ratio for helium is 0.492. The flow-
rate error at a pressure ratio of 0.500 (corresponding to 100 percent
power level) is 0._5 percent.
The basic design concept is briefly reviewed to aid in discussion. Re-
ferring to Fig. 1, the flow through the inlet orifice of the active element
is:
PrAraf (Pa/Pr)
- (3)
a
r
By maintaining constant supply pressure and temperature and maintaining
choked flow in the inlet orifice, the flow remains constant throughout
the operating regime. Neglecting losses, the heat transferred from the
active element to the passing gas is given by Eq. 2. Since the flow and
fluid specific heat are constant in this application, the temperature rise
is proportional to the heat generated in the heating elements. The flow
through the discharge orifice is:
PaAa f (Pd/Pa)
a
By maintaining constant fIow and a choked discharge orifice, the signal
pressure, Pa' is then a function of the generated heat:
Pa = K1%/Tr + K2 qa (5)
The operating pressures and temperatures of the device were determined
using Eq. _. The pressure range from 0 to 100 percent flux is:
Pa(max)-P (rain) ma _-a (max)
a - Aaf (Pd/Pa)
ma _a (min)
- Aa f (Pd/Pa)
(6)
which may be manipulated to give Eq. 1. Thus the pressure range which
is directly related to resolution may be increased by:
1. Decreasing T (min)
a
2. Increasing Ta(max )
3. Increasing Pa(max)
The 63 percent time constant, v, for the flux detector is of the form:
M c (Ta - r r)Cma a ma
r - = (7)
C qa
a pa
Noting that T = T (min) and that the specific heat of the heating elements
r a
decreases with temperature, it is observed that the speed of response is
increased by decreasing the supply temperature and temperature rise for a
given heat input. In summary, the conditions desired for good response
and range are:
1. Low supply gas temperature
2. High operating pressures
3. A tradeoff between response and resolution
The minimum supply temperature was limited by the temperature of the
liquid nitrogen coolant which was assumed to be 140 R. The supply gas
pressure at the inlet orifice was limited to 250 psia. For helium, the
critical pressure ratio of 0.492 means that the inlet orifice unchoked
at a signal pressure of 122 psia (assuming no pressure drop). The maximum
signal pressure at I00 percent power was selected at 125 psia. The re-
duction in flow due to unchoked flow at this pressure was less than 0.5
percent and could be calibrated out. For the breadboard model, it was
decided to design for as high a gas temperature as was feasible to ob-
tain a large operating pressure range, while sacrificing speed of response.
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Pressure range is plotted vs temperature rise for a maximum signal pres-
sure of 125 psia in Fig. 2. In Fig. 3, the change in Reynold's number
and pressure drop through the sensing element due to increased temperature
range is plotted. See Appendix A for sample calculations. From these
results, a design temperature range of 200 R was selected at a flowrate
of 3.13 x 10 -3 lb/sec. The Log Function Generator Specification was
calculated using these design values and is shown in Appendix B.
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SENSOR COMPONENT ANALYSIS
SENSING ELEMENT ANALYSIS
For the system parameters defined, the required orifice effective areas
were calculated. The inlet area was calculated as 7.03 x 10 -_ sq in.,
and the exit orifice area as 2.22 x 10 -3 sq in. For design purposes, it
was necessary to define various factors affecting the orifice discharge
coefficients in order to physically size the orifice areas. These factors
were Reynold's number, velocity of approach, orifice type (i.e., knife
edge, thick plate, nozzle), orifice size, and pressure ratio across the
orifice. The Reynold's numbers for the inlet and exit orifices were cal-
culated at 286,000 and 90,400 respectively. Discharge coefficients are
relatively constant with changes in Reynold's numbers of these magnitudes
(Ref. 2 and 3). The velocity of approach factor on flow was about 1.0001
for the inlet and 1.021 for the exhaust. Discharge coefficients for sonic
orifices vary considerably with orifice type; maximum values range between
1.0 and 0.80. Values also vary for different sizes, especially small
diameters, tending to yield higher values for small diameters (Ref. 3)°
Although sonic flow is maintained, the discharge coefficient is subject
to change with changes in pressure ratio. This effect is more evident
in sharp edged orifices than in nozzles.
Calibrations were made on basic sensor inlet and discharge orifices. The
reduced data from this orifice test program are presented in Fig. 2. The
values of CD fell _thin a rather narrow band when plotted against pres-
sure ratio; and it was concluded that, in the range of interest, CD was
a very weak function of orifice Reynold's number. Hence, no attempt was
made to obtain a secondary correlation with orifice Reynold's number.
A digital program was written to calculate discharge coefficients for the
sensing element inlet and discharge orifices as functions of pressure
ratio across the orifice and orifice Reynold's number. Based on this
data the basic sensor orifices were sized as follows: inlet 0.0361 in.
and exit 0.0589 in.
A brief digital program, GROG, was written to determine output _P vs
o
power input for variable orifice discharge coefficients and variable pres-
sure drop across the heater elements. It was predicted that due to the
variation of discharge coefficients with pressure ratios, active element
flowrate would vary from 3.40 x 10 -3 lb,/sec at 0 power to 3.18 x 10 -3
lb/sec at 100 percent power (200 R temperature rise). This resulted in
a control output pressure of 87.05 psid at O power and 122 psid at 100
percent power as shown in Table 1 of Appendix B.
The heater slab configuration used for the above calculations is shown in
Fig. 5. The calculated average wall temperature was 355 R. The temperature
distribution on the silicon slabs was also calculated to ensure that their
electrical properties would not be destroyed. Uniform heat generation
in the slabs was assumed and the results are plotted in Fig. 6. The maximum
wall temperature calculated was 445 R, which was satisfactory.
The thermal contraction of the aluminum pressure shell was found to be
0.00375 in. per in. of length while that of the silicon heater slab was
0.0002 in. per in. of length. Allowances for differential thermal expansion
were necessary in design of the pressure shell to avoid crushing the slabs.
Another necessary precaution was the avoidance of thermal stresses in the
physical design of the heater slab.
Work was done to ensure that the pressure shell wall thickness was suf-
ficient to prevent rupture or excessive deflection during pressurization.
Calculations showed that stresswise, the factor of safety with an 0.020
wall thickness was 3.24. The maximum deflection outward of the tube was
0.0003 in. and the maximum inward deflection was 0.00018 in. However,
certain considerations led to the adoption of 0.030 in. for the nominal
wall thickness. These considerations included tolerance buildups, the
problem of maintaining "concentricit]' of the outer and inner shell con-
tours over the 3-in. length, and reduction of effective load carrying wall
thickness by anodization. Assuming other factors constant, the additional
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wall material would degrade the response _ the detector, based on the
linearized analysis presented in the final report of the feasibility
study (Ref. 1). However, this degradation is amenable to analysis and
can be corrected for a flight type design.
Sensing Element Analog Study
The analog model was designed to study the effect of thermal lags on the
response of the active element output pressure to bolil large and small
amplitude steps in power input to the heater elements.
Effects due to flow dynamics would have appeared at frequencies at least
an order of magnitude higher than those of interest (0.01 to 100 rad/sec);
consequently, steady flow was assumed. However, thermal capacitance of
the gas was t_en into account. The approximating lumped parameter equa-
tions and a schematic of the resulting representation are shown in
Appendix C. Two lumps were used in the (single equivalent) heater element,
gas, and wall; lump temperature (indicated by _ .... ) was taken as the
arithmetic mean of the section end-point temperatures. Two additional
lumps were included at either end of the wall to represent material
(flanges, etc.) outside the area in which the heater elements were located.
Heat transfer across the vacuum chamber and from the end flanges to the
outer shell of the vacuum chamber was neglected. All other possible paths
between regions indicated in the schematic of the Appendix were considered.
A computer diagram of the model is also shown in Appendix C. The potenti-
ometer settings shown are the nominal (as calculated) heat transfer co-
efficients and masses. A tabulation o f nominal parameters is given in
Table I of Appendix C.
For nominal conditions Fig. 7 and 8 exhibit the behavior of various system
parameters when power level to the heaters was stepped from zero to i00
percent. Three facts stand out here.
II
1. Output _ P reached 90 percent of its final value in about 0.20
a
seconds.
2. Time required for the change in wall temperature to reach 90
percent of its final value was about _5 seconds.
3. The long wall temperature transient did not noticeably affect
the output _ Pa; in fact, the output _ Pa appeared to have com-
pletely settled out after 0.5 seconds.
The same characteristics ar_ exhibited on the small-amplitude step response
traces. Frequency response plots derived from the small amplitude step
response at 0, 50, and 100 percent power levels are shown in Fig. 9, 10,
and 11. Note that the 3 db down point occurs at approximately 110 radians
(90 ms response) in each case.
It should be noted that the above model assumed zero contact conductance
between the walls and the heater elements. What the results above imply
are that, if this condition does indeed occur, then the mass of the walls
is not a significant factor in the overall response of the detector.
Figure 12 shows the pressure trace obtained when all gas film coefficients
were increased by a factor of h. For a step in power level from 0 to 100
percent the output A P reached 90 percent of its final value in about
a
0.I0 seconds, one-half the time required for the nominal case.
Figure 13 shows the pressure trace obtained when all gas film coefficients
were decreased by a factor of 2. In this case, due to a couple of over-
loaded analog amplifiers (corresponding to heater element temperatures in
excess of 600 R), an 0 to 100 percent power level step was not used.
However, for a 71.5 percent step in power level, 90 percent of the final
value _P was achieved in 0.33 seconds. (For the same size step under
a
nominal conditions, 1.18 seconds was required.)
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In the last two runs mentioned, the wall temperature transients were
again very slow comparedto the gas temperature and pressure transients,
with negligible feedback effects from the walls on the gas outlet tem-
perature and pressure.
It should also be noted that, due to the small values of conductance
within the heater elements and negligible wall effects, the effects ob-
tained by changing heater element massesare similar to those obtained
by changing heat transfer coefficients. For example, increasing heater
massby a factor of 2 would have essentially the same effect on response
as decreasing film heat transfer coefficients by a factor of 2, and so
forth.
In Fig. 14, the heat transfer coefficient between the heater and gas was
left at its nominal value, and the coefficient between the walls and
flanges and gas was increased by a factor of 4. No discernible difference
exists between these results and those of Fig. 7.
Finally, an attempt was made to determine what effect contact conductance
between the heater elements and walls had on detector response. To accomp-
lish this, an overall heat transfer coefficient between the walls and the
heater element was arbitrarily assumed to be 1/5 of that between the gas
and the heater element. Figures 15 and 16 indicate response of various
system parameters when a 0 - I00 percent step in power level was applied.
Note that the initial transient in Fig. 15, similar to that shown in
Fig. 7, is followed by an extremely long settling transient. In fact,
70 percent of the final value change is reached in 0.15 seconds; however,
the 90 percent point is reached only after 1.64 seconds, and complete
settling requires something on the order of 16 seconds. Time required
for the wall temperature to reach 90 percent of its final value change
was cut from 45 to 6 seconds. The small amplitude output response was
also degraded; a frequency response plot (obtained from the small apli-
rude step response) is shown in Fig. 17.
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It is not knovrn whether the figure assumed for contact conductance is
reasonable; this number is obviously a function of such nebulous vari-
ables as tightness of fit of the heater elements in the shell, etc. A
qualitative index of the significance of contact conductance may be ob-
tained from tests of the breadboard flux detector transient by examining
the output. The presence of a long (on the order of seconds) settling
transient would probably indicate that contact conductance is large
enough to be a problem.
The major conclusions to be drawn from this study may be summarized as
follows. These are, of course, applicable to future flight type hardware.
1. Active element mass should be minimized and heat transfer coeffi-
cient between gas and active element should be maximized.
2. If care is taken to insulate the active element from the surrounding
walls, the interaction between walls and gas is negligible; and
the mass of the walls is not critical.
3. If significant contact conductance exists between the walls and
the active element, a reduction of wall mass by at least an order
of magnitude would probably be necessary to cut the long settling
time to an acceptable value. Since this appears to be a physically
unrealized accomplishment, it is recommended that future attention
be given to item 2.
4. If extremely long settling times are noted in testing the flux
detector, the principal influence would probably be contact con-
ductance between the heater elements and walls, indicating that
this would indeed be a design problem on the flight hardware.
PREC00LER ANALYSI S
The precooler was designed to cool the helium supply gas to the pneumatic
flux detector down to the vicinity of 140 R. The cooling medium chosen
was boiling liquid nitrogen at ambient pressure; the helium flowed through
coiled tubing immersedin the liquid nitrogen, while level was controlled
within appropriate limits by an on-off type level controller. The heat
exchanger coils were designed with the following criteria in mind:
1. Lack of susceptibility to clogging due to ice formation.
2. Ease of fabrication.
3. Availability and cheapnessof material.
4. Large factor of safety on the amount of heat transfer area
supplied.
Sometesting was done on heat transfer rates for helium flowing through
n.040 OD tubes immersed in liquid nitrogen. Severe problems were encountered
with tube blockage due to ice formation, and consequently the results of
the testing were inconclusive. Because of this experience it was decided
to use larger tube sizes for the precooler, m_<ing no serious attempt to
minimize package size.
In order to maintain turbulent flow in the tubes, and in order to adhere
to criterion (I), the precooler was designed in two sections. The first
section consisted of four parallel parths of 1/4 inch OD tubing in which
helium was cooled to -116 F, at which temperature 90 percent of the water
vapor was calculated to have condensed as ice, assuming a dew point of
-70 F.
For a helium flowrate of 0.00626 lb/sec., approximately 0.000277 pound of
water would be condensed in one hour's testing. Assuming this appeared
as frost with a density 1/5 that of ice, this corresponded to 0.0415 in. 3
of material, 90 percent of which theoretically would condense out in 14
inches of the 1/4 in. OD tubing. This gave a predicted thickness on the
walls of about 0.005 in. thus eliminating clogging as a problem with this
precooler.
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The remainder of the cooling to lb5 R took place in the second section,
which consisted of 15 parallel paths of 1/8 in. 0D tubing. Pressure drop
was predicted to be about 30 psi.
Calculation of heat transfer coefficients on the boiling side was done
using a correlation (Ref. 1_) for stable pool film boiling of liquid
nitrogen at ambient pressure around a horizontal cylinder. In the pre-
cooler, boiling took place around helically coiled tubing with a large
bend radius, small helix angle, and vertical helix axis; however, it was
expected that applying the cited correlation to this case would be con-
servative for the following reasons:
1. Increased turbulence around the upper coils due to the influence
of bubbles leaving the lower coils.
2. Improved heat transfer coefficient on the helium side due to
tube curvature.
A safety factor of 5 was used on the calculation of all heat transfer areas.
The calculations are sho_cn in Appendix D.
Tt_tPI_ATURE EQUALIZER ANALYSIS
The temperature equalizer was designed to equalize the temperatures of the
two control flows to the Log Function Generator. This was done by passing
the control flows through tubes on the outside of which flows the supply
gas for the flux detector and Log Function Generator.
Since one of the control flows varied in temperature, pressure, and flow-
rate, it was necessary to design the temperature equalizer so that the
rates of change of control flow outlet temperature with respect to its
variables were negligible at the worst conceivable heat transfer conditions.
This was accomplished by providing enough heat transfer area to heat
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0.000313 lb/sec (maximum total LFG control flow) at lhO R (lowest tem-
perature) to within 5 R of the helium supply temperature. There were
three conflicting requirements for the temperature equalizer:
1. Large overall heat transfer coefficient dictated by the considera-
tions mentioned above.
o Low pressure drops on the control gas side to assure that differ-
ences in the pressure drops in the two control gas paths were
also small.
3. Good dynamic response to perturbations in control pressures.
After several false starts, the configuration sho_m in Appendix E was
decided on as a reasonable compromise among these three requirements. In
order to minimize pressure drop in the control gas (cold) side, it was
necessary to accept laminar flow which in turn gives rise to poor heat
transfer coefficients on the cold side. So, in order to provide as much
wall-to-fluid _ T as possible on the cold side, it was decided to use a
cross flow pattern on the hot side to accept the fairly large hot side
pressure drop associated with this configuration. This gives a large gas
film coefficient on the hot side and a wall temperature close to the
supply gas temperature.
Due to the very small value of the ratio of (cold side outlet wall-to-fluid
T) to (cold side inlet wall-to-fluid _T) thermal response of the tempera-
ture equalizer was a matter of somewhat academic interest. This was con-
firmed on a brief analog computer study of the linearized dynamic heat
transfer equations. The only transients visible on the outlet temperature
trace were spurious ones introduced by the approximate lumped parameter
representation used.
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Of more significance was the pressure response on the control gas side;
this was investigated in another, more detailed analog study. Again,
due to the basic dislike of analog computers for distributed parameter
systems, an approximate lumped parameter representation was formulated.
This is shown diagramatically on Page 5, Appendix E, along with the basic
equations used. The model included the control gas lines from the flux
detector to the temprature equalizer and flow inertia, resistance, and
capacitance were considered.
Figure 18 illustrates a typical trace of the outlet pressure of the
active control leg in response to a step change in flux detector output
pressure. Time required to reach 90 percent of the steady state pressure
change was less than 5 ms, which was well within acceptable limits°
LOG FUNCTION Gt_ERATOR ANALYSIS AND FABRICATION
This section describes both analysis and fabrication of the Log Function
Generator since the two were so closely intertwined due to the large amount
of dependence upon empirical information in the design of fluidic circuits.
As previously noted, the Log Function Generator requirements were specified
by Appendix B. The original scheme for the LFG is shown in Fig. 19. The
system was open loop and simply gave a power gain to the input signal,
then broke the signal into several parts and multiplied each part by a
different gain. The individual gain block outputs saturated at some in-
put level less than the maximum input signal, and then their outputs were
recombined to give an approximation of a logarithm.
The Log Function Generator was mathematically described to find how much
gain was needed, how many segments were needed, and what the segment gains
and saturation levels should be. Appendix F derives the mathematical
model used for the LFG. The following equation is the mathematical approxi-
mation arrived upon by computer solution
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_P. AP. AP.
P = 0.867 sin tr x
o 2 0.03 + 1.16 sin *r x _r x2 0.09 + 1.28 sin 2 0.28 +
AP.
1.26 sin *r 1
2 0.90
._.P. _P.
• r 1
+ 1 36 sin 2 9o-.^ + 1.22 sin _2 i• v_v^.-_+
_P. .#.P.
Tr 1 _T 1
1.50 sin 2 30.0 + 2.3 sin 2 130.0
where
Pi = Pa-Pb
The value of each segment is constant for _ P. less than the value A,
1
where A is the number inside the sine and under _ P.. Through the use of
1
this model, the conclusion was reached that the system should have 8 seg-
ments and that each segment should have the pressure gain and saturation
shown in Table 1 to enable approximation of a lagarithm within 5 percent.
At the start of the program it was known that several basic improvements
could be made on the basic Corning standard center dump amplifier. By
reducing the aspect ratio to 2, pointing the controls slightly at the
power jet and reducing the control edge width to 1.5 power nozzle widths,
the pressure and flow gain could be increased.
A sample fabrication lot of modified amplifiers showed the amplifier to
have a pressure gain of 7.5 and flow gain of II.0 (Fig. 20). The standard
center dump has a pressure gain of 5.5 and flow gain of 3.7 (Fig. 21).
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TABLE 1
LOG FUNCTION GENERATOR SATURABLE GAIN SEGMENT REQUIR_TS
Segment
1
2
3
5
6
7
8
Pressure Gain
at
P = o (psi/psi)
1
_5._
20.2
7.18
2.20
0.712
0.612
O. 0680
O. 0278
Segment Output
Saturation Level,
psid
0.867
1.16
1.28
1.26
1.56
1.22
1.30
2.30
The only bad feature noted with this amplifier was that there was a great
deal of cross coupling between controls when the amplifier was overdriven.
Performance tests (Fig. 22) on the basic amplifier indicated that a lot
of noise was present above 100 cps. Since the system needed to respond
only %o 15 cps i% appeared possible %o filter this noise. A Ladder Filter
type configuration was designed for the low pass filters. Figure 25 shows
the performance curve of the selected filter for 1 psig input signals in-
dicating fair roll off in the critical area above 100 cps.
The power amplifier was originally proposed as an open loop amplifier.
However, system tuning problems dictated that the power amplifier be closed
loop so that better system stability could be obtained. The original
closed loop power amplifier had two stages. One stage was a 0.005 x 0.010
amplifier which had its output feed into a 0.010 x 0.020 amplifier. This
system proved to have insufficient output to power eight segments. The
gain obtained ranged from 2.3 to 1.6 depending upon what resistors were
used between the power amplifier and the saturable segments.
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A third 0.020 x 0.040 amplifier was added to the power amplifier. The
resulting increase in output available stabilized the power amplifier
gain. The complete power amplifier assembly consists of five Corning
No. 2 resistors and one Corning amplifier 47500-262. The assembly has
20 cps frequency response with a 0.5 cu. in. output volume and a gain
of 1.0. When operated in a 50 psia atmosphere of helium and supplied
with a 135 to 195 psia helium supply, the output of the amplifier varied
from 55 to 90 psia depending upon the input signal. An extra input pro-
vided to the saturable amplifier is used as a zero adjust.
The saturable amplifier was the main component in the LFG. A schematic
representation of one segment of the Function Generator Circuit is shown
in Fig. 24. Typical input-output characteristic curves of a segment
depicting various gains are shown in Fig. 25. Single ended inputs were
used in this circuit, primarily to reduce the overall circuit noise. In
Fig. 24, when the control input of amplifier A of a segment was suffici-
ently large, its output signal was zero and amplifier B became saturated.
The output signal at this point was not affected by noise from the input
power gain circuit for that particular segment. However, this feature
did not relieve the noise problem at the lower input signal levels. The
effect of varying supply gas pressure and the resistors for a particular
segment was investigated experimentally with the following results:
I. The supply gas pressure controlled the magnitude of the output
differential pressure signal at saturation.
2. Resistance R 4 controlled the overshoot of the output signal.
3. Resistances RI, R2, and R 5 affected the shape of the nonsaturated
portion of the input-output curve and the circuit balance.
4. Resistance R 5 controlled the circuit gain.
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Figure 26 shows typical data from the saturable amplifier breadboard.
Once the circuit was breadboarded, two things became apparent. One was
that the input to the saturable amplifiers (the power amplifier output)
did not start from zero so that all the segments started from saturation.
This problem necessitated adding a bias to the saturable amplifier.
Adding the bias and the necessary dropping resistors caused the second
problem. When the input to the saturable was high, the saturable amplifier
first stage was overdriven and the cross-talk caused a pressure buildup
on the bias side of the first amplifier. The dynamics of the pressure
buildup and discharge were such that a hysteresis loop resulted. There-
fore, isolators were added to the input and bias of the saturable amplifier
and between the fixed resistor and the second stage bias. These isolators
were two-dimensional vented jets with a 0.005 x 0.020 supply nozzle, a
0.010 x 0.020 receiver and a i_ degree included angle diffuser. The
saturable amplifier consisted of quite a few components and was quite
bulky, so the circuit was integrated.
Performance tests on the integrated saturable amplifier showed the satura-
tion to be completely flat. The output vs input curve very closely ap-
proximated the sine function assumed. Also, the frequency response of
the circuit was over 20 cps with less than 0.I cu in. volume on the output.
A Diode type su,,,er was planned originally. However, it was found that
when more than four inputs were used, the poor front to back ratio of the
diodes caused tuning problems. Therefore, another type suumler was needed.
The only summer which was accurate enough and had small enough crosstalk
to allow the circuit to be tuned was the feedback stabilized type of
summer. The summer configuration arrived at is shown in Fig. 27. During
final assembly and tuning the summer had to be modified to allow a ninth
input to be added. The ninth input was used as a zero balance of the
output.
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The initial assembly demonstrated that it was not feasible to breadboard
the complete system as fittings and tubing required %0o much space.
Therefore, the system was combined into several integrated circuits.
These integrated circuits were the power amplifier, the saturable ampli-
fiers and the sur_ner. Subsequent assembly showed %he system components
to be too interdependent to tune. If the gain of a segment was changed,
the gain of the power amplifier was changed and so %he gain of all other
segments changed. To attempt to stabilize the system, the power amplifier
and the summer were made closed loop. The saturable amplifiers were left
open loop.
A Log Function Generator system was assembled with all fixed value resistors
and proved %o be quite difficult %o tune. The major problem was that the
entire system needed to be removed from the ta_< to change any of the fixed
value resistors. The system was modified by the addition of needle valves
_hich could be adjusted from the outside of the tank. This system was
quickly tuned. The Brooks elf type needle valves were used since these
valves had the _ne adjustment and repeatability needed in tuning.
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SYSTEM COMPONENT FABRICATION
S_SING ELEMETr
The Sensing Element Assembly Drawing is shown in Fig. 28. Each assembly
contains three electrical heater slabs mounted in spacers and held in
place by a heater support tube. This support tube is in turn enclosed
in a vacuum %ube which is evacuated during tests through an appropriate
%ube connection. This feature reduces the heat loss from the heater sup-
port tube and thus any consequent signal degradation. The sensor inlet
and exi% orifices are moun%ed in the support %ube. Each heater slab is
fabricated such that each surface has a controlled, specified resistance.
Each of these surfaces is electrically insulated from the other by the
heater substrate material. Thus six resistive surfaces are available in
the sensing elemen%. These are mechanically connected in series with
elec%rical oonduc%ing wires to each other and to hermetically sealed
electrical pass-throughs. In addition, tubing connections are provided
to enable pressure sensing and signal extraction and thermocouples are
provided for %emperature sensing. Figure 29 shows some of the sensing
element components just described while Fig. 30 shows the assembled sensing
elemen%s.
S_SOR ASS]_IBLY
Figure 51 shows the Flux Detector Sensor Assembly. Two Sensing Element
Assemblies, an active element and a compensating element, are each enclosed
in vacuum tube support housings and both are mounted on a support plate
within a single tube mounting shell. This support plate assembly is
mounted in a coolant exhaust shell and both are then attached to a coolant
manifold cover plate. The wiring used to provide electrical power to the
heater slabs and part of the pressure and temperature instrumentation
probes are brough% out through %he sides of the cover plate. Access to
the sensor output signal lines and the rest of the instrumentation lines
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is provided through the back of the coolant exhaust shell. This entire
assembly is shown in Fig. 32. It is mounted upright as shown on top of
the precooler.
Gaseous helium at 250 psia and at 1_0 R is provided directly to this assembly
after passing through the precooler. It enters the common volume shown
in Fig. 31 between the precooler cover plate and the coolant manifold
cover plate. Thereafter it passes through each sensing element assembly
exhausting into the aft ends of the two vacuum tube support housings.
This gas is then recirculated back past the outside of the Sensing Element
Assemblies, out into the tube mounting shell and finally through the coolant
exhaust shell to an atmospheric exhaust. By recirculating the Sensing
Element exhaust gas as described, the differential temperature between
the inside and outside of the elements is reduced and thus any heat loss
which might erroneously effect the signal obtained.
The exhaust gases from the precooler are vented up through the precooler
cover plate, the coolant manifold cover plate, and sensing element support
plate into the coolant exhaust shell. From there it combines with the
exhaust helium from the sensing element before being dumped overboard.
TEMPERATURE EQUALIZER ASSD{BLY
The Temperature Equalizer Assembly drawing is shown in Fig. 33. The signal
lines from the two sensing elements bring the helium into the heat exchanger
tubes where it is heated to near room temperature by counterflow circula-
tion outside these tubes of the sensor assembly supply helium prior to
its entrance to the precooler. The warm sensing element helium flow is
then ported to the Log Function Generator. Figure 3_ shows the Temperature
Equalizer components prior to assembly and the assembled Temperature
Equalizer can be seen in Fig. 38.
PRECOOLER ASSI_IBLY
The precooler just prior to assembly is sho_n in Fig. 55. This assembly
was a true breadboard in the sense that no assembly drawings were used.
The tubing specified in the analysis of Appendix D was wrapped on a mandrel
such that it fit in the insulated metal container shown. The tube exit
ends were connected to fittings in a distribution manifold on the precooler
cover. The sensor assembly mounted to this manifold as previously dis-
cussed. The tube entrance ends connected to tube fittings, also on the
precooler cover. The exit gas tubing from the temperature equalizer was
connected to these fittings, also as previously discussed. In operation,
the ta_< was filled with liquid nitrogen to cover the tubing through which
the gaseous helium flowed. When the boil off from the liquid nitrogen
(through the sensor assembly) caused the liquid level in the tank to fall
below a pre-determined level, more nitrogen was added. The supply gas
temperature was maintained fairly easily at 140 R with this configuration
and required little attention as far as maintaining the liquid level.
LOG FUNCTION GE_IEKATOR
An internal view of the Log Function Generator is shown in Fig. 36. The
entire assembly was fabricated to fit inside a heavy pressure vessel capable
of containing the specified 50 psia vent pressure. The fluidic components
were mounted on a metal plate which in turn was attached to the cover plate
of the pressure vessel. All inputs and outputs to the various components
also passed through this plate. As sho_cn in the photograph, the integrated
three-stage input power amplifier is mounted with external input and feed-
back resistors. The power amplifier supply is connected directly to the
external 140 psia supply and an externally adjustable power amplifier out-
put signal balance is provided. The eight saturable elements are stacked
in the center of the plate and are all driven by the power amplifier.
The common supply to all of them is externally adjustable as is the
common bias to all of them. In addition, each segment is provided with
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individual externally adjustable supply and bias control. Because of
the high gain requirements at the low input pressure levels, three of
the segments required an additional stage of amplification each. These
stages can be seen just below the segment stack, above the sumner. The
differential outputs of the segments are brought into the summer through
individual pairs of fixed resistors which can be seen just below the
three amplifiers just discussed. The summers supply and output balance
are externally adjustable. Figure 37 shows the top side of the pressure
vessel cover plate and all of the external adjustments, instrumentation
points and signal connect points. Figure 38 shows the Log Function Gen-
erator and Temperature Equalizer installed in the laboratory for evaluation
tests.
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LABORATORYEVALUATION
LOG FUNCTION GI_ERATOR
The Log Function Generator (LFG) was evaluated in the laboratory in a
test setup per the schematic of Fig. 39; The eliminate crosstalk between
the various controlled parameters, separate regulators were provided for
the helium supply, vent, and both high and low side input pressures. The
input was obtained by changing only the high side regulator. The input
differential pressure and the deadheaded output differential pressure
were observed by monometer readings, both water and mercury, and in the
case of high inputs a gage was utilized.
The Log Function Generator (LFG) had been adjusted at Corning Glass Works,
Corning, New York, prior to shipment to Rockerdyne. Upon its installation
in the test facility, it was found not to be in adjustment. Following
a procedure recommended by Corning engineering, the LFG was adjusted so
that the logarithmic relation was attained within tolerance from 0.15 psid
input to 30 psid input. It was noted during tests that the LFG was very
sensitive to variations in either the vent pressure or the common bias
pressure. This sensitivity showed up as a lack of repeatibility in the
LFG. It was particularly evident at low input signals and seemed to
show up every time the circuit was shut down a restarted.
Figure 40 shows the results of two consecutive runs. Figure _I shows the
results of two additional consecutive runs made after the LFG had been
shut down about two hours. Only one curve is shown in the latter case
since both were almost exactly identical. Figure _0 demonstrates that
hysteresis existed at the low end, but that the curve was still fairly
repeatable. Figure _I again demonstrates repeatability, for both con-
secutive runs and for runs with an intervening shutdown period. However,
the hysteresis had disappeared for some unexplained reason. The problem
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of inconsistency in the input-output characteristics could not necessarily
be associated with the LFG since the test setup could easily have been the
cause. The answer to this dilemma was never satisfactorily determined.
Dynamic tests of the LFG showed that a very small volume was needed on
the LFG outputs. With a 0.2 cu in. output volume the frequency response,
at Corning, was about 10 cps. Response tests at Rocketdyne were conducted
attempting to provide step inputs and recording the transient input and
output differential pressure signals with the aid of an oscilloscope
camera. Typical results are shown in Fig. h2 for the case of stepping
from 2_.1 psig input differential pressure to 26.9 psig and then back to
2_.1 psig. The output differential pressure varied from 9._5 psig to
9.75 psig and back to 9._5 psig. Because of the excessive volume on the
input circuit, the input signal was not a step. The output was able to
follow this slow input, particularly in the case of decreasing input.
Further transient evaluations would have to be performed after reducing
the volumes of both the input and exit circuits. An additional possible
problem is evident from the noisy output signal and further tests should
investigate this area as well.
FLUX DETECTOR SYSTEM
Figure _3 shows schematically the test setup which was to be utilized to
conduct laboratory evaluations of the Flux Detector System. The room
temperature helium supply passed through the temperature equalizer to
provide heating of the cold sensor output signal gas prior to its entrance
to the Log Function Generator input circuit. After exiting from the
temperature equalizer, part of this supply gas was ported to the Log
Function Generator supply inlet and the rest was ported to the precooler
and cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature (1_0 R). From there it went
to the flux detector assembly after which most of it was vented overboard.
That portion not dumped provided the flux detector output signal which
TO
eventually found its way into the Log Function Generator. The electrical
heaters in the flux detector used to simulate the nuclear fuel elements
were provided with power from a supply capable of providing 7.5 amps at
120 volts. Separate voltage and current measurements would provide the
input power information required. A vacuum pump was used to provide a
vacuum around the sensing element assemblies and reduce undesirable heat
loss.
Initial room temperature flow tests gave hints of a problem area of un-
forseen magnitude in that one of the sensing element null output signals
was about 50 percent too high. No reason for this could be found without
destructively dismanteling the sensor assembly, so the precooler was
activated and attempts were made to apply electrical power at the cryogenic
design temperature. At this time it became evident that the electrical
heaters in both sensing element assemblies were open electrically. Upon
disassembly the silicon heaters were found to be broken and with some of
the gold solder pads pulled out.
Subsequent activity to determine the cause of this problem and its cure
resulted in a heater development program being conducted at Rocketdyne
expense. This program and its results are described in detail in Appendix
G. It was determined that the silicon heaters suffered from thermally
induced materials failures which occurred at the contact pads and they
were subsequently discarded as unsatisfactory. Alternate heaters were
fabricated and successfully tested at the environmental conditions which
they would experience in the flux detector. These heaters utilized a thin
metallic resistance foil which was epoxyed on a stainless steel substrate.
No further test effort was performed on either the system or its
components.
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REC01_4ENDATI 0NS
It is recommended that the test evaluation and subsequent correlation of
these results with the analytical model be completed. It is further rec-
ommended that fuel element fabrication be undert_<en and that the existing
breadboard hardware be altered as necessary to allow use of these fuel
elements, in conjunction with the pneumatic neutron flux detector, in a
nuclear reactor test.
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Typical Temperature Equalizer Pressure Response
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FIGWE 42 
,LOG FUNCTION GENERATOR TRANSIENTS 
1 June 1967 
0.5 SEC/CM 
INPUT - 49.5 to 55.1 in HG. 
OUTPUT - 19.35 t o  20.0 in HG. (noisy) 
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P1
P2
P3
P_
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
A P1
A P2
DPT1
DPT2
T1
T2
T3
T_
T 5
T6
T7
T8
FM1
LEG]_D FOR INSTRIMENTATION SHOWN
Regulated Helium Supply Pressure
Sensing Element Supply Pressure
LFG Supply Pressure
Pressure Downstream Active Element Orifice
Pressure Downstream of Compensating Element Orifice
Compensating Element Output Pressure
LFG (Log Function Generator) High Output Pressure
LFG Exhaust Pressure
Sensing Element Vacuum Pressure
Differential Pressure Flux Detector Output
Differential Pressure LFG Output
Differential Pressure Transducer Flux Detector Output
Differential Pressure Transducer LFG Output
Sensing Element Supply Temperature
LFG Supply Temperature
Temperature Downstream of Active Element Inlet Orifice
Temperature Downstream of Active Element Heaters
Temperature of High Input Signal to LFG
Temperature Downstream of Compensating Element Inlet 0rJfice
Temperature Downstream of Compensating Element Heaters
Temperature of Low Input Signal to LFG
Flowrate of Total Helium Supply
Figure _3. (Concluded)
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Appendix -B
LOG FUNCTION GENERATOR SPECIFICATIOB
. . . . -+ .
Power Jet SupulT + .. +
1. Fluid Media - Gaseous Helium
2. Pressure, Pf = 250 psia maximum .
5. Temperature, Tf = 520°R approximately
_. _,,_,,no_-at,- _ = 6 • IO-_Ib/,e_.,i,,_
o__
°
Control Invu__
I. Fluid _dia - Gaseous Helium
2. Temperature, caT and _b = _20°R approximately
5- Mass Flowrates, _ca and _m-b = 1.5 x 10 -_ lb/sec maximul
_. -Pressures, Pa' Pb' and _P = Pa - Pb as indicated in the follo_,ing table.
Table I
Log Function Generator Input Pressure Signals
ABSOLUTE FLUX
•_v_,,_ (P_CEN_)
0
1
1.5s
2.512
3.981
6.5103
10.6015
15.8517
25.12
59.82
63.11
100.03
138.5
251_27
+..-
P
a
(rs,_)
87.0_75
87._,873
87.73o3
88.1196
88.808
89.7812
91, 5_07
95.7216
97.5373
I02.761,
II0.752
121.756
136.088
(Psi)
87.0_75
87.0t,75
87.0_75
87. o_75
87. o_75
87.0_75
87.0_75
87.0_75
87.0_75
87.0_75
87.0_75
87.0_75
87.0_75
87.0_73
0
._398
.6828
1.0721
i.7606
2.73376
_.2519
6.67&I_,
I0.3098
15.7169
23.70_
3_.70S
,19.0_1
66.377
.+
LOG FUNCTION GEAT_ATCR SFECIFICATI(N
Output Signal "
1. The output shall be a differential pressure proportional • %o a
cons%an% plus K in _; i.e., _P@ = C + K In
4 c ÷K in e,)
2. At 0.01_ flux level, Pol and Po_.-shall bo_,h be equal to 60 psia; i.e.
eol = eo_" 60 psia (_ith Pa_ _O-psla).
• shall vary as follows:
. The output, _Po= . z_
TABLE tI
Power Level _Po
(_erc.ept) (psia)
0.01 0
0.O5 1.7_
o.1 _.5
1.0 5.0
lO.O 7._
100, 0 10.0
1_0.0 10. _ •
__00 10, 76
Pol
(_sia).
6O
'60.87
61._
6_.5
63.7_
6_
6_._
65.38
Po_
60
59.1_
58.75
57.50
56._
5_
5_.78
_.6_
_. The output accuracy, i.e., _Po as a function of the input Pa i:_b,
shall be _ithin± 5 percent absolu_eo
_. Frequency response shall be greater than 100 radians per second.
6. 0utpu_ gain and zero adjustments are required.
7. Output noise may be filtered a% frequencies grea_er than 80 cps.
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APPENDIX D
PIlECO0_ CALCULATIONS
DEWPOINT" OF N'IIL - SPEC_, HEL/UAf/ : - 70 ° F
EXTPOPOL,RTIN6 F_Ohq D,qT_ OF KEE/V,_H
/,(EYES, COOL/At6 TO-I16 ° SHOULD I_E OUT
90% OF THE W_TEB V,qPO_.
/6N2o
= .ooo/e2 7/6N c @ ,qAnS/ENT)
'" oo 7_8E, o2o w_LL(.2,o ,D)USE ._- _
7"0 ,,qCCO/V?PL l._H TNI,,,_.
00624./7n = "
4
mssu/_E,oz_tnc_oss TuaE W_LL.
,, __ __ _.O0/S6_ (/2) =
C.2,o)6°°o672), 
W/tEPE ,,/.4. /.5 IN CENT POISES
Pr = Cp,,,_
K
FOR /'/EL/UM_ PI" 15" REI /ITIV£LY
CON S TRIY T
Wl Tl'/ __pl.) 0. 4
TO 5" T.9# 7" WITH l
s[c ro e
/_ D K .#=,6/1=--.-- ----
K D
•8&'5"
llVTEG_°/t TE OYEP I0 ""Z 0#6
.023(/V_).8_)•4 ...5. _H
144
I
D-I
ON 80//.111,'6 _TIDE, USE CO,e.PEZ,gT/ON fD_ ST"._SLE
AEgOL FILM/ 801L/N6 ,¢t_O0'ND )9 HO, e/ZONT",_L 7"MSE
MW7W I
cs Cw.LL suPE_xt_7")
LE6 = D = . 2:_0/12 = .0_.083
= . oego +-(_t)
2o_o x/o- _
,_:.o_,s__o)(.ogo)= 6.35
:6.3_"_6o--r,)..o8_ ,:(r,,,- ,,o)
T_ ,, _00
_381
Ta, 4 9 _"
,_1_3
= 4.10
.L = 7_--._. = z_,-
= 7"0-
'7.03
= .¢10 - ¢6."3 =...¢0/.+7£'_0"0
I_0 s.,/ . ?
_3 o ,8
_2
= 5"60 -
390, 8
T_ :SeO -
(_ T,,_v -- _ 3 8 + /40
= 6.3Z
/_9. 4.
Ale- /8 40 x/(9" S
,_,_- .oz/ s O,fgo)
6.e_(47s 7.,):
T= = ,,_30
236
7-w = 425"
329
5"0 4-. 8
= 9:Z 10
_.0810J : 6 21
.o89o_ (-r.,-/_o)
,o8_o(_ao): 338
.o_9o (3;,_: s34
T_ 42 _
- 505"-- 4-7. _" " 457. 5"
7. O:3
D-5
®_; /9 (436 - T,._) :.oegoF( F_- /.4o2
T_u- __85
316
T_ -"33e
297
Y
-F_ = 457- _95
C_J
.o89o (33o2- z9,>
= ,_93-
= 45 ? - 42 4/.5"
557'
2)87z
.43_
T,_,v- _57¢ 140 _ ,._97
He : /_9,4
/_X.© ×/o -_ --I04_0
o4",
1}-I_
_,,_ (s97.. v"<,<,,)-.oS_of (r_ .. /_o,)
7-_ -- ,3_ .o8 9o C_87) - Z£6
277
.oSeo(z9o) --2s8
jl, =258
7-4 = 4/3"
7. o3
7"_J = 3SS
= 415 - 3_7 :
; 378,3
2J 79a.s
_39_,_ vs $97
CoNC.t.u,_/o_v." ,5.0 IN. AI,eE .B'EQU/ ,_£D 1-o
W-/4o -. 2_4 ° _.
p_E_SU#E .D,_.oP _'OA_ ?'A/IS TL/_/A/O"
.0oie = ,OOl -,_/j :,O04LT6
8O
us_ ,,#z[r ,we = 83oo ,,o=
_- : .OJ/
q
R L',¢.c #4
' -/i'# 7
": ==f
L2 × 3.og,<io-s'(,o.#4_g 2 (ss_J
-J"
I)-5
tO00
90o I I
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700 T - WALL TEMPERATURE
_. 600 THe - HELI tim TEMPERATURE
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Figure D-1. Temperature Distribution De-Icing Section of Precooler
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])-?
T/ --344- _._e
/ 87_
-.944- /33.7
/39.7
2./o.3
344.0
2)ss4. 3
27ZI
2:4 (/23,7) -- 3 44- 88.9
89
= Z5,5
344_
-,:9 9
-/'o._ ---3 o o
/y,_ -- 116,0
1,9o-o X Io -,5" = 86 oo
# =./oj_ (14oo) :. o_o) =8._5"
3.65 (3oo - T_v) =.) o6e / (_s -,402
-7-_ : 230 .I 06_ (2000)
113 = 214
7"_ = 274
./ oL8 ( / 9_o)
,_ o8 = 202
= 344-.208 _33/,87#" 344-///= 44-
2)sTz
28e. ,_-
•1o_g: (-:_,-/@)
199
S_ _E
23_.e
:e /.e
.zg_. ?
I_41
¢)
T-_,-- _3 t 14o = 2o3
IIL.O
IV_ - I0%0110-5 -11380
A = .I03O(/770)(.04_4) --8.45
_. 4_- (Zo3 - T_o : .Io_8 F (f_- /40)
-/-_u --190
I/0
93.0
./o_ _ (840) = 89. 7
./068 (86o2 - 9/. 9
-9_
: 2378- 97-. 2.57.8-49 I
if, 8T4 I 88. Z
d-eL. 6-
2/3,2 - To.J
To.J = 210
8. 4_ (2/o- 7_) - ,,o68 f (r_o - / 4o)
T_ = 1 9B /o a8 (95o) =/oo. L
lOIS
:1©1
Tz : 2.t7.8 - /o.._..Z./.. 237. 8-54,0 -/83,8
1874
Ta.,., • ,210.8(g)To..,.,= /Tz
/Vie = //4.0
L,_
Tt, v
I)-9
TI..u = 16E. 2,
5Z. 9 _.5"
T#,i;
ZI7
I.,,,.,
-17,
,5O. 6
= 183.8-2_2
BT._
.,,o_,_: 48 _ --,m/.m
/,..<'6.
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APPENDIX G
HEATER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
INTRODUCTION
The objective of this program was to develop and evaluate by labora-
tory tests an electrical heater system which would meet the require-
ments of the all-pneumatic neutron flux detector. Two basic heater
versions were investigated, both of the resistance type. The first
version was an improvement of the original silicon semiconductor
heater. The second, and successful, version was the lamination of s
metal resistance foil on a metal substrate.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The results of this program indicate the following conclusions:
l) The original semiconductor heater, 99-i08390, proved to
be unsatisfactory for use as a heat source in this appli-
cation due to thermally induced materials failure at the
contact pads.
2) An alternate heater, Figure 7, which utilizes a thin
metallic resistance foil epoxyed on a stainless steel
substrate, has demonstrated that it can satisfactorily
meet the specified heating and environmental require-
merits for Contract NAS 3-7989 with more than adequate
margin.
It is recommended that a heater configuration similar to that of
Figure 7 be utilized to provide the simulated nuclear heating for
the All-Pneumatic Neutron Flux Detector Sensor Assembly.
PROBLEM_
The heaters which failed during the Flux Detector tests were fabri-
cated to the specifications given in Table I. The heater consists
of a homogenous .020 inch thick silicon pad into which boron is
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diffused .005 inch on each side. The basic silicon substrate is a
high-resistance "N"-type semiconductor while the boron diffusion causes
its two surface layers to becomelow-resistance "P"-type semiconductors.
These layers are tailored to produce either 3.05 or 1.83 ohmsper side.
To facilitate interconnecting the three heater slabs used in the
heater system, gold film contact pads are diffused into the ends of
each heater on both sides.
Each side of each of the heaters is connected in series by the use of
two .010 inch diameter gold wires in parallel soldered between the
gold contact pads. A photograph of a heater slab with leads attached
st one end and both sides connected in series at the other end is
shownin Figure i. Onelow resistance heater is located between two
high resistance heaters and the three are mountedin the spacers
shownin Enclosure (6). The total heater resistance is then 15.86
ohms. The required maximum heat of 850 watts is obtained by applying
7.33 amps at 116 volts.
The heaters and spacers are mounted in a heater support tube. C_seous
helium at 250 psia and I_O°R is applied upstream of the inlet orifice
and is heated as it flows over the heaters and exhausts through the
exit orifice. The pressure downstream of the heaters is a function
of the heat consumed by the gas and is used as an analog output
signal. The inlet and exit orifices are sized to give the heater
pressure range and flow shown in Table I. Inasmuch as the heater
surface and internal temperatures are affected by these gas flow
conditions, as well as the electrical power applied, care must be
exercised in design to ensure against overheating.
The initial attempts to use these heaters in the sensor tests for the
All-Pneumatic NeutronFlux Detector proved fruitless. It was not
possible to apply power to the heaters as they indicated an
electrical open. The Flux Detector Sensor Assembly was dis-
assembled and most of the heaters were found to be broken or other-
wise damaged.
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The six slabs removed from the two heater assemblies contained in the
sensor were found in the follo_ing condition:
l)
2)
3)
2 intact slabs.
2 slabs broken in two or more pieces.
3 slabs with solder pads lifted (includes one of the
broken slabs).
Photographs of some of the lifted solder pads are shown in Figures 2-5.
In every case the silicon Just under the pad is still attached to the
pad. The failure occurred in the silicon itself.
The broken slabs could be explained by shock loads applied during dis-
assembly since the sensor parts had been epgxyed in place and many had
to be hammered apart. Later attempts to re-fabricate a new heater
assembly usiMg the visually intact slabs failed when those slabs were
found to be electrically open. Closer inspection under a microscope
revealed hairline cracks across the heater surface "P"-layers in the
vicinity of the contact pads. It appeared that the failure mode was
associated with these contact pads but at this time the cause of failure
was unknown.
HEATER EVALUATION PROGRAM
At this point it was decided that additional heater tests should be con-
ducted with sufficient dynamic instrumentation to provide adequate
information for failure analysis. In addition, if the first failure
had been caused by poor test procedure or by mishandling of the sensor
assembly, these tests would provide a basis for confidence in the
future performance of the heaters. Accordingly additional heaters
were purchased and a single heater assembly was fabricated. A special
test Jig was also fabricated and a heater evaluation test program was
designed. This program called for continuous oscillograph monitoring
of the heater assembly electrical continuity, the heater pressure drop,
_he pressure downstream of the heaters, and the temperatures upstream
and downstreamof the heaters. It included room temperature flow tests
up to 250 psia and electrical power tests to full power at LN2 temper-
atures and 250 psia.
The heaters were installed and warmtemperature tests at 50 psig were
begun. Heater continuitywas obtained by applying i00 mato the heaters
and monitoring the voltage drop across a series resistor. Prior to test,
heater continuity was good. Immediately upon commencementof flow the
current through the heaters began to oscillate between 0 to i00 ms,
indicating sn intermittant open-circuit condition. The frequencies
observed _ere several between 850 cps and if00 cps. No pressure oscil-
lations were observed, nor heater assembly vibrations felt. I._en the
supply pressure was cut, off rapidly, in approximately 50 ms, the heater
assembly immediately indicated an open.
The heaters were removedfrom the heater support tube and all three
were found to have broken or have had the solder pad lifted out at the
front ends. A photograph of these three.: is shownin Figure 6.
Twotheories as to the cause of failure were considered. The first
was that the damagewas due to flow-induced flutter of the heater slabs.
The second was that the damagewas of a thermal nature but still of
causes unknown. This latter theory was supported by post obser-
vations of other thermally damaged silicon parts, Reference i. This
view was strengthened by conversations with Autonetics Meterials
Research personnel _pecializing in silicon research, Reference 2.
A second series of tests were conducted to test the validity of the
flutter theory. _chISAIX_ tasted in the first evaluation series were
cut Just in back of the broken solder pads and re-mounted in the heater
support tube. This assembly was flo_ tested for 15 minutes at room
temperature and 250 psia and for 15 minutes at 250 pala and temper-
aturebetween lgO°F and 240°R. No electrical continuity measure-
ments were made. In both cases, vibrations of the heater support
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tube were noted. The frequencies noted in the oscillograph pressure
measurements were between 300 cps and 900 cps. No further damage to the
heaters was observed indicating the silicon substrstes were structurally
sound st these conditions.
A closer examination of the original design criteria for choosing the
materials at the contact pad was made in the light of these results.
It was decided, at the recommendation of materials research personnel,
Reference 2, to fabricate new contact pads from Kovar or Invar rather
than from gold and to weld the fold leads on these pads rather than
solder them on. Either of these two materials have low temperature
coefficients of expansion which are near that of silicon. Although
the expansion coefficient of gold is different than that of silicon,
it was originally believed that this would cause no problem since gold
is quite malleable. The solder Mas eliminated because it was another
large mass _ith a different temperature expansion coefficient.
Since neither Kovar nor Invar can be directly bonded to silicon at
temperatures low enough to keep from disturbing the silicon dopent
level, it is necessary to use s very thin film of gold as 8 bonding
agent. To obtain a bond _,_,,_a good ohmic electrical resistance
rather than one with a diodetype electrical resistance, it is necessary
to pay close attention to the relative electron levels of the gold,
silicon and Invar. If a diode bond develops, a high resistance results
at the contact pads with ensuing local hot spots and consequent high
probability of thermally induced failure. It is preferable to use
doped gold and Invar to effect this desired result by creating an
electrically homogenous bond between the silicon and gold and between
the Invar and gold. T_e gold is about one mil or less in thickness.
The three materials are placed in close contact by the application
of a light force, heated to about 400°C and mechanically rubbed
together until the gold diffuses into both the silicon and the lnvar,
forming a bond between the two.
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The contact pads of four still useable heater slabs from previous tests
were cut off and Invar pads were mounted as described above. One of
these pads, while cooling to room temperature after being bonded, ex-
perienced the same type of failure previously noted. The silicon below
the contact pulled out of the silicon substrate. Another of the slabs
was tested bypassing about three amperes of electrical current through
it at room temperature. It failed in the same manner.
The most likely cause of failure of the heaters appears to be in the
contact pad bonding process, both at Rocketdyne and at Kulite Semi-
conductor, the original fabricator. While several ideas of how to
circumvent the above outlined problems by closer control of various
fabrication parameters could be postulated, it was felt that other
t_es of heaters would be easier to fabricate within the remaining
time and budget.
Accordingly, s second type of heater was designed with ruggedness as a
prime criteria. A sketch of this design is shown in Figure 7. availa-
ble materials dictated several of the parameters. Stainless steel sub-
strates were cut which measured 2x.2x.O18 inch. A resistance foil
•0035 inch thick, .125 inch wide and 4 inches long was epoxyed to both
sides of the substrata as shown. The epoxy was used both as a bonding
agent and as an electrical insulator.
Two types of off-the-shelf foils which appear satisfactory because of
their small resistance change with temperature, their small _eometry
and their resistance values were chosen. They are known by the trade
names of Tophet C and Evenohm. Both are fabricated in many sizes from
as small as .001 inch in thickness and resistances in the range of i to
6 ohms/foot. The foil obtained was .0035 inch thick Evenohm which was
specified as 1.2 ohms/foot.
__the heater slabs of the configuration shown in Figure 7 were
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fabricated and installed in a heater support tube. Due to the somewhat
excessive bulkiness of these elements (over .025 inches thick) this _
heater assembly had to be forced together and was rather crowded in the
vicinity of the contact pads. In fact, the flow path below the bottom
heater _as substantially blocked by the two .010 diameter gold electrical
cal lead wires. The total heater assembly resistance, at room temper-
ature and prior to any flow tests, was found to be between .7 and .825
ohms. The resistance measurements Were made with three separate inStru-
ments, including an impedance bridge.
Although the measured resistance was at least 40_below that expected
it was decided to proceed with the evaluation. Fabrication of another
heater assembly was scheduled to be completed while tests were con-
ducted on the first assembly. A successful series of tests were con-
ducted on the assembly up to 900 watts of power. These tests were
conducted at inlet temperatures at least 30_ greater than the 140°R
which the Flux Detector Sensor test set-up has been shown to be able
to provide and at about 73% of the helium flowrate which the heaters
will experience in the same test set-up. Both of these observations
add up to the conclusion that the heaters tested possess a safety
margin over the actual Flux Detector Sensor test conditions since the
evaluation tests provide less heater cooling capability. In addition,
the bottom heater appeared to have run under even more stringent con-
ditions as a post-test inspection revealed it to be blackened through-
out its entire length on one side.Figure 8 shows the three heaters
after conclusion of the evaluation tests. This was the heater which
appeared to have much of its flow area blocked by the inlet wires and
it apparently did run in a "gas starved" condition. As the heaters
were epoxyed in place in this assembly, no vibrations or pressure
flucitons were encountered during the tests.
A final observation of these test results concerns the apparent heater
assembly total resistance and results in the conclusion that some @f
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the individual slabs actually produced over twice the heat specified.
If this is so, and it appears highly likely, the tests conducted were
greatly in excess of those necessary to provide confidence in these
heaters for the conditions of interest. This hypothesis is supported
by the resistance measurements made before, during, and after the flow
tests, all with the same instrument. Additional resistance values are
inferred from the voltage and current applied during the tests.
Prior to the tests, and at zero power during the tests, the re-
sistance was about .8 ohm, the resistance of only two heaters. During
the tests, the resistance decreased with power applied to Just below
.6 ohm, almost down to the resistance of a single heater, at 900 watts.
Since Evenohm has a small but positive thermal resistance coefficient,
this observation is opposite the expected effect. After the last test,
the resistance measured 1.3 ohms. After disassembly, the resistance
of the individual heaters was .42 ohms each or a total of 1.26 ohms
for theassembly. The expected resistance, based on the manufacturer's
specification for this type of Evenohm, was about 1.2 ohms total. The
current and voltage expected to produce 900 watts and based on 1.2 ohms,
were 27.4 amperes and 32.9 volts. The current and voltage necessary
to produce 900 watts output from the power supply were 40 amperes and
23 volts.
Based on these observations, it is concluded that two of the heaters
were initially in contact in the heater assembly, electrically shorting
two heater slab sides, the equivalent of one entire heater. In ad-
dition, the remaining heater must have been in close proximity to one
of the other two. When power was applied, the heaters slightly ex-
panded and contacted each other, partially shorting out an additional
heater. This hypothesis is supported by the condition of the center
and bottom heaters at their downstream ends. Matching discolored
bluish bands, indicating hot spots, extend across the top of the
bottom heater and across the bottom of the center heater.
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If one heater were shorted when900 watts was applied to the assembly,
then the two remaining heaters were producing the to_al heat, or each
was producing 15_ of rated heat. If more than one heater was shorted,
the remaining heater, or parts of heaters, had to produce even more
above its or their rating. In the case considered the current was _0
amperesand the resistance of one side of a heater was .21 ohmsat room
temperature. This results in 336 watts or over twice the rated power
0f i50 _atts per side.
The all-metalllc heater meets the desired heater specifications for the
All-Pneumatic Neutron Flux Detector. It is exceedingly rugged and is
capable of operating at more than twice the specified heating rate
without adverse effects. The design configuration f_r the flux de-
tector application will use .001 inch thick by .200 inch wide, 5 ohms/
foot Tophet C resistance foil. This type of foil exhibits less
resistance change with temperature than does Evenohm. The foil will
be epoxyed on a .015 inch thick by .200 inch wide stainless steel
substrate. The total heater thickness will be .019 inch and will be
compatible with the existing heater spacer. The heaters will be
epoxyed in place in the heater assembly. Use of .200 inch wide foils
will eliminate electrical shorting between heater elements since the
foils will extend into the spacers and will thus be physically re-
strained from moving toward each other. Thirteen (13) amperes at
sixty-six (66) volts will produce the maximum heating rate desired.
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TABLE I
SPECIFICATION - ALL-PNEUMATIC NEUTRON _TbUX DETECTOR ELECT:,ICAL
HEATER SYSTEM
Heater Slabs Required
Maximum Heat Generation, watts
One Slab
_.;o Slabs, each
Total, Three Slabs
Size, each See Enclosure (5)
Length, .n
Width, in
Thickness, in
Spacing See Enclosures (6) and (4)
Slab-to-SIsb, in
Slab-to-Container, in
En\gLronment
Gas
Pressure Range, psi_
Gos inlet Temperature, °u
Gas Flo_rate, Lb/sec
3
L95
327
85O
2.0
0.2
0.02
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APPENDIX H
Unless otherwise noted the following nomenclature applies %o equations
and figures presented in the text. Many of these variables are illustrated
in Fig. 1 of the main text.
A
P
T
5P
q
Re
CD
C
P
f(Pi,l_Pi
K
m
C
m
M
R
g
G
D
L
NOM_NCLATURE
Area
Total pressure
Absolute temperature
Differential pressure
Heat input rate
Reynolds Number
Coefficient of discharge
Heat capacity of gas at constant pressure
Mass flowrate
Compressible flow function
A constant defined by requirements of the equation and
identified by m = integer. Also conductance
Heat capacity of solid material in element
Effective mass of solid material in element
Heat capacity ratio
Gas constant
Gravitational constant
Mass velocity of gas in duct
Viscosity
Density of gas
Diameter
Length of duct or slab, linear dimension
H-I
f
P
w
P
r
h
k
D
r
AT
_L
SUBSCRIPT
()
a
( )b
()
r
()(max)
( )(min)
( )d
()i
( )i+l
()
crit
()_
()f
()
0
()
c
Friction factor
Wetted perimeter
Prandtl Number
Film heat transfer coefficient
Gas thermal conductivity
Hydraulic radius
Differential temperature
Incremental change in length
Active element
Compensating element
Element inlet (no subscript for outlet)
Maximum value
Minimum value
Downstream from discharge
i location or element
i + 1 location or element, next location or element in
series
Critical ratio
Wall
Function generator
Output
Sensing line from element
H-2
SUPERSCRIPTS
u •
() Average Value
PRESCRIPTS
A() Difference, delta change, differential or incremental
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